
of your ‘Double Your
Turnover’ 14 Day Challenge

Part 3

WELCOME TO
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So far, we have looked at what revenue is currently being
generated during your productive hours and also what the true earning potential

you have.
We have looked at how you can maximise the treatments you

have and now we need to look at ways to incentive yourself, your team and your
clients.

This is the easiest starting point to promoting as the
clients coming through the door are already a captive audience and already

buying from you.
 

We need to make the sales process as professional as
possible but also fun.

 
I have looked at some simple and hugely successful ways that

I have devised over the years that you can implement quickly and in a
non-intimidating way to help generate a whole host of extra sales.

 
Here are 4 highly effective promotions and incentives which

you can adapt to suit your business.
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Let ’ s Get Busy

TAKEAWAY COMPETITION1.

The Takeaway Competition is by far the most effective way to Double Your Turnover is
with a competition I devised 5 years ago. It has never failed to increase treatment and
retail sales without the process ever feeling like a selling.

Please see attached document and video, walking you through the whole process.

2. CROSS SELLING CROSSWORD

This incentive is a great way for your team to realise what they are offering clients during their
productive hours. It is also a great way to monitor re-bookings and sales.
We have made the document printable and the top bar is also editable so that you can adapt
and change how you use the sheets. You can use the sheet for small incentive prizes for team
members who have the most ticked boxes and accumulated points.



promoti ons and incentives
3. SMILEY FACE COMPETITION

Again this competition can be totally adapted for your team. What you need is a wall chart with
your team members listed, smiley face stickers, gold stars or similar, Envelopes, small IOU slips
and a list of at least 6 tasks that you want your team members to achieve.

These could be things such as:
*Sell a Course
*Sell a package
*Book a client for the rest of 2020
*Sell 3 products in one transaction
*Book a skincare consultation
*Sell a £50 gift voucher
 
The list is end-less and you can change the challenges
regularly.
 
Once someone completes a task, then they can choose an envelope. Inside the envelope will be
an IOU for a small prize. This could be for a £2 shopping voucher, bar of chocolate, bottle of
wine, 30 minutes paid time off etc. The recipient must write on the IOU slip what they have done
and the clients name to be able to claim their prize at the end of the week or month
Most importantly the envelope also contains a smiley face sticker to go on the chart. You can
also make it more a game of change by putting 2 stickers in some envelopes too.
 
The winner of a larger prize is the team member with the most stickers by a given date The aim
of the competition is to make your team aware of the tasks that you want them to achieve to
bring in more revenue and to aid their productive hours.

4. REFER A FRIEND VOUCHERS

At Checkout you can give every client a refer a friend voucher. This voucher will enable your
client to benefit from a discount from a treatment new to them, when they refer a new client to
you. You do not want to discount their existing treatments, but this is a great way to get your
client to try new services.
Clients love to help and also this gives you a chance to thank them for their loyalty.
 
Choose at least 1 promotion that you can easily and quickly implement. Don’t bring in too many
things in one go though.
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ideas
List your ideas here, what you will need and start date:
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Well done x 
See you in Part 4


